
“Rites of Passage” Seminar 
 
Dr Sarah Lovett 
School of Human Sciences 
The University of Western Australia 
 
Assessing APP96-110 as a novel neuroprotective agent against traumatic spinal cord injury. 
 
Tuesday 24 October, 2017 at 1.00pm 
 

Room 1.81, Anatomy, Physiology & Human Biology Building North 
The University of Western Australia (off Hackett Entrance No. 2) 
 
The Seminar: Sarah’s PhD thesis entitled “Immunomodulatory and neuroprotective approaches including human mesenchymal precursor cell transplantation for spinal cord 
injury repair” investigated combined immunomodulatory, drug and cell based therapies for spinal cord injury (SCI) repair in a Nude rat model.  
 
This study investigated the potential neuroprotective effects of the APP96-110 peptide, a heparin binding site at residues 96-110 of the amyloid precursor protein (APP) that 
has marked neuroprotective effects following traumatic brain injury (TBI). Rats received a moderate contusive thoracic (T10) SCI, and were given a single intravenous injection 
of APP96-110 (active) or mAPP96-110 (inactive mutant) peptide at 30 minutes post-injury. At 1 week post-injury (wpi), a cohort of animals underwent transplantation of viable 
or non-viable (nv) human mesenchymal precursor cells (hMPCs) into the spinal cord lesion site. Recovery of hindlimb function was assessed weekly for 8 weeks before 
animals were euthanised and spinal cord sections were analysed for hMPC survival, cyst formation and spinal cord morphology. There were no significant differences in 
hindlimb function between treatment groups when assessed during open field locomotion (Basso-Beattie-Bresnahan (BBB) scoring) and no treatment groups recovered to 
pre-injury scores/performance. APP96-110 or hMPCs alone did not improve tissue morphology, however combined APP96-110 + hMPCs significantly reduced cyst size 
compared to SCI only. Donor hMPCs also significantly increased βIII tubulin fluorescence intensity, and the amount of GFAP+ and laminin+ tissue, and decreased the amount 
of ED1+ tissue compared to SCI only.  
This study demonstrates that the APP96-110 peptide may have modest neuroprotective effects following SCI, which may be enhanced when combined with hMPC 
transplantation. Although no functional improvements were reported in these studies, there were significant improvements in tissue morphology with individual and combined 
therapies, which highlights the potential of combinatorial approaches for SCI. Better understanding of how hMPCs exert  neuroprotective and neuroregenerative effects may 
improve the favourable outcomes reported with hMPC transplantation following SCI. Optimising drug dose/concentration, and the timing and duration of early 
immunomodulatory and neuroprotective interventions may also significantly improve the efficacy of these therapies. Utilising combinatorial approaches that target specific 
pathophysiological events at different stages following SCI can significantly improve the efficacy of individual therapies and lead to greater functional and morphological 
improvements. 
 
The Speaker:  Sarah completed her Undergraduate degree with Honours in Neuroscience at UWA in 2010. She worked as a Research Assistant before commencing her 
PhD in the Spinal Cord Repair Laboratory UWA in 2011, supervised by Associate Professor Stuart Hodgetts, Professor Alan Harvey and Associate Professor Giles Plant. 
Sarah’s PhD was awarded in June 2017 and she is now working as a Research Officer in the School of Human Sciences, UWA. 
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Download the new WAHTN App!

A new way to connect and view upcoming seminars and clinical rounds for science and health across all WAHTN partner institutions. 



Seminar Series – Week Commencing 2 October 2017







		
Name of Presenter

		Title of Presentation

		Date

		Time

		Venue

		Further Information

		Seminar Series



		Professor Stuart Kinner

		Using multiple data sources to study health outcomes in a vulnerable population: The Health After Release from Prison (HARP) cohort study

		3 October 2017

		11am – 12pm

		Seminar Room 3/4, School of Population and Global Health, Clifton Street Building, University of Western Australia

		CLICK HERE

		



		Dr. Andrea Holme

		CMCA Cytometry Core- Update Session

		3 October 2017

		12:00pm – 12:45 pm

		Seminar Room G24, Harry Perkins Institute of Medical Research

		CLICK HERE

		Centre for Microscopy, Characterisation and Analysis



		E/Prof Pat Michie

		From clinical to pre-clinical research – using animal models to understand the neurobiology of schizophrenia

		3 October 2017

		4pm – 5pm

		Bayliss MCS G.33, followed by post-talk drinks in the Psychology Courtyard 

		CLICK HERE

		



		Prof Stuart Kinner

		Improving the health of justice-involved young people: From evidence to action

		6 October 2017

		12pm – 1pm

		Telethon Kids Institute Seminar Room

		CLICK HERE

		Telethon Kids 



		RETP Online Courses



		Good Clinical Practice (GCP) V2; Critical Appraisal of Scientific Papers; Foundations of Health Research; Research Protocol Development ; Identifying Grant Opportunities

		CLICK HERE



To enroll go to www.retp.org



		UPCOMING SEMINARS



		Prof Gregory Weiss

		Making Enzymes Dance and Sing

		12 October 2017

		3pm – 4pm

		Telethon Kids Institute Seminar Room

		CLICK HERE

		Telethon Kids 



		Dr Laila Abudulai

		New cutting-edge technologies in biomedical research

		13 October 2017

		3pm

		5th Floor Seminar Room, MRF Building, Rear 50 Murray Street

		CLICK HERE

		MRF



		Prof Aleksandra Filipovska

		Mitochondrial tales of mice and men

		20 October 2017

		3pm

		5th Floor Seminar Room, MRF Building, Rear 50 Murray Street

		CLICK HERE

		RPH Medical Research Forum



		Eugenia Poh

		Online rTMS during a visual learning task: differential impacts on visual circuit and behavioral plasticity in adult ephrin-A2A5-/- mice

		2 November 2017

		3pm

		Murdoch University, South Street Campus, Education and Humanities building (building no. 450, room 3.001)

		CLICK HERE

		Western Australian Neuroscience Methods Group













Psychology Colloquium



Tuesday 3rd October 4:00-5:00pm in Bayliss MCS G.33, followed by post-talk drinks in the Psychology Courtyard (or, in bad weather, the Psychology Common Room, 2nd floor of main psychology building)



Presenter: E/Prof Pat Michie (University of Newcastle)



Title: From clinical to pre-clinical research – using animal models to understand the neurobiology of schizophrenia.



Abstract: In addition to a range of negative and positive clinical symptoms, patients with schizophrenia exhibit quite profound cognitive deficits that impinge on their capacity to engage in social, employment and educational opportunities. They also exhibit a range of electrophysiological and neurobiological abnormalities.  Although the dominant model of schizophrenia is that it is a neurodevelopmental disorder that results in excessive dopaminergic activity as a core feature, there is increasing evidence that hypo-function of the glutamate NMDA receptor (NMDAR) system can account for a broader range of positive, negative and cognitive symptoms of the disorder.  Our own research has confirmed the involvement of the NMDAR system from evidence that an electrophysiological measure that has been shown to be an index of the integrity of the NMDAR system, the mismatch negativity (MMN), is reduced in schizophrenia.  Our current research is attempting a reverse translation of these well–established clinical findings to a neurodevelopmental animal model of schizophrenia in an attempt to understand the neurobiology of the disorder and potentially develop new treatments.  Recent research using a mouse neurodevelopmental model of maternal immune activation either early or late in gestation seemed to offer an explanation of both the dopamine and NMDAR abnormalities with maternal immune activation (MIA) in early gestation resulting in greater dopamine disturbance (or a more positive-symptom type phenotype) but MIA late gestation indicated greater disturbance in the NMDAR system (and a more negative/ cognitive deficit phenotype).  In the first series of studies we induced maternal immune activation in rat dams either early or late in gestation and examined the behavioral. cognitive and electrophysiological phenotypes in adult offspring as well as neurobiological changes, namely, in the density and expression of NMDAR subunits.  The  outcome of these studies suggest that MIA alone in the rat induces only subtle behavioral and cognitive  abnormalities and unexpected NMDAR subunit changes that potentially have implications for treatment.  In the second series of investigations currently underway, we are investigating a two-hit model of schizophrenia by combining MIA with chronic adolescent cannabis use based on the rationale that an early insult to the developing brain (MIA) makes it more vulnerable to a second insult (adolescent cannabis use) and may therefore yield a more complex schizophrenia-like phenotype in the offspring.  



Speaker Bio: Dr. Pat Michie is currently Emeritus Professor of Psychology at the University of Newcastle, Australia.  She previously held professorial positions at UWA and Macquarie University.  She is an experimental psychologist whose research has focused on the neural basis of normal and abnormal cognition.  She is a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences of Australia and is the 2016 recipient of the Australian Psychological Society’s Distinguished Contribution to Psychological Science Award. Her research has been characterised by application of theories and methodologies from basic research in cognition and cognitive neuroscience to understand the nature of cognitive deficits and their neural basis in individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia and those at risk. Her research spans auditory processing deficits, impaired inhibitory control and cognitive control more generally and uses both psychophysical methods to assess performance as well as functional brain imaging methods such as event-related potentials (ERPs) of the brain.  She was a key member of the Australian group who were the first to demonstrate that individuals with schizophrenia exhibit impaired automatic change detection in a background of auditory regularities, an ERP-derived observation replicated many times and one of the most robust findings in the schizophrenia literature. Her current research is focused on animal models of schizophrenia. Pat currently chairs the Research Committee of Orygen, the National Centre of Excellence in Youth Mental Health, and the National Committee of Brain and Mind (NCBM) of the Academy of Sciences of Australia.  She is past chair of the Australian Brain Alliance, an initiative of the NCBM and the Academy. The Alliance, which is supported by the Australian Psychological Society, the Psychology Foundation and the Australasian Neuroscience Society and major research organisations, aims to secure investment in Australian brain research comparable to other international initiatives.





















Name: Eugenia Poh



Title: Online rTMS during a visual learning task: differential impacts on visual circuit and behavioral plasticity in adult ephrin-A2A5-/- mice



Date: Thursday 2 November 2017



Time: 3pm 



Venue: Murdoch University, South Street Campus, Education and Humanities building (building no. 450, room 3.001)



Further information: abstract below



Seminar Series: Western Australian Neuroscience Methods Group 



Abstract

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) induces plastic changes in normal and abnormal neural circuits. Here we study the potential synergistic interactions between low-intensity rTMS (LI-rTMS) and endogenous brain activity to promote beneficial long-term neural circuit reorganisation. We delivered LI-rTMS to ephrin-A2A5-/- mice engaged in a visual learning task because their morphologically abnormal visual maps have been shown to be beneficially impacted by LI-rTMS. Mice received chronic implantation of a detachable coil support and underwent 2 weeks of daily training in a two-choice visual discrimination task with concomitant LI-rTMS or sham (no stimulation control). Visuomotor function, corticotectal and geniculocortical topography were assessed at the end of the intervention. The visual learning task prevented the beneficial anatomical reorganisation in the corticotectal projection induced by LI-rTMS alone, but did not affect geniculocortical projections and visuomotor function. Intriguingly, there was an increase in the total number of trials completed by task+LI-rTMS mice in the visual learning task, but accuracy was not affected. Furthermore, follow-up tests showed no difference in locomotor activity. These results suggest that interactions between intrinsic brain activity and LI-rTMS may not always be synergistic on abnormal neural connectivity; and may modulate motivation and drive. We have developed a method to investigate the ‘online’ effects of LI-rTMS in awake freely moving mice that can be used to better understand rTMS interactions with intrinsic brain activity, an essential step in improving future clinical translation.
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